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About This Game

Ninja Guy, the humorous and quirky ninja action game has now come to Steam! This version includes all new exclusive
improvements such as refined gameplay, graphical post effects and Steam Achievements!

Ninja Guy has generated somewhat of a cult following on mobile and has amassed over 70,000 Ninja Guy fans on Facebook!
Now, the Ninjaverse has never looked as awesome with realtime dynamic lights and shadows, gorgeous screen effects, more

than twice the amount of enemies on screen and totally revamped gameplay to allow for super fun action using the Joypad or the
Keyboard / Mouse!

From a peaceful training village to a hell-like demon world, you control Ninja Guy! You will guide him on his bizarre and epic
quest to prove himself to the Holy Cow Sensei by bringing down an evil gargantuan Minotaur! You are Cow Sensei's last hope,

and final student .. Will you finally attain your Ninjaness?

Ninja Guy will have you laughing along to his almost never-ending supply of dim-witted Ninja catchphrases, such as the classic
"2 + 2 = NINZAAA!" Remember... Gun's don't kill people, Ninja Do!
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Title: Ninja Guy
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Immunity Studios
Publisher:
Immunity Studios
Release Date: 5 Jan, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1.6 GHz Processor (w/ SSE2 Instruction Set Support)

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 512MB Graphics Card, 1024x768 Minimum Screen Resolution, DX9 (shader model 2.0) capabilities; generally
everything made since 2004 should work.

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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If you like challenges, then this is definitely the game for you. Take sometimes to get used to the controller but once you
mattered it, the game is really fun. It won\u2019t take you a lot of time to finish each stage and you can save your progress
easily. Highly recommend for busy players, who want to play a game during breaks. Definitely love those bosses in this game..
It's a good game BUT NO ONE PLAYS IT. get it worth the investment but dont play it more than ur main game. The author
would have been better off focusing on making one game enjoyable rather than produce these three mediocre attempts at
games. This is passable as a tech demo, but nothing more.

Definitely not worth the investment when there are FAR more enjoyable experiences to choose from at this price point.. The
controls take a little time to get used to, but once you get into it, its really fun.. Stay away from this game. I got really nauseous
and actually vomited after a few hours of game play. The controls suck where you constantly have to switch between first and
third person perspective.
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A charming VN with excellent artwork.. I bought this game on a whim to try out something new in a genre that I usually don't
play all too often. I found the art work enjoyable and the environment pleasent to look at. How the timeing works is interesting,
as you have to race to beat the clock or you "die". There are also the leaderboards that give you a sense of acomplishment when
you complete the level faster than others. The levels were challenging but not impossible and the gameplay fun and interactive,
the use of a controller is recomended. 9\/10.. Very short, but good little VR experiance. No reason not to give it a go.
I played it in Oculus, with two sensors, a third is probably needed to get the best out of this.. Decent maps, good addition to the
already lacking map diversity.. This game is so SH*T"! Still better than FIFA or PES though.... 99% of the "difficulty" in this
game lies in interface screw -- which is made even worse by "retro mode" which is required for one achievement. If not for
inviisble blocks, and secret you have to cross this square twice blocks, etc, this would not have any difficulty whatsoever. Poor
excuse of a game.. Probably the top 1 or 2 release in the Romance of the 3 Kingdom series.. Dont buy this!!! Open world in this
game - 7 npc and 50 mobs. 100% trash.. Interesting puzzle game, with simple mechanics and levels that really make you think..
A unique puzzle platformer where you can draw lines into existence with various properties. It lacks polish in terms of
presentation, but it succeeds with its gameplay and is well priced.
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